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Conclusion

Contributions
Introduction by Elena Orlova (SPbU) & Philippe Lecomte (GEM&L)
Elena Orlova, St. Petersburg State University, Russia
Ladies and Gentlemen, dear colleagues,
It is a great honor for me to welcome you today at our Joint Symposium. It is organized in collaboration
of GEM&L (the international research group on management and language) and Graduate School of
Management, SPbU. Philippe LECOMTE, President of GEM&L and I, Head of Languages for
Academic and Business Communication Department, welcome you on behalf of our Joint Committee.
Today in the audience we have experts from 12 countries. We are experts from universities and
businesses, we are researchers, business practitioners, foreign language teachers, and business &
management instructors and we all are here to discuss an urgent topic of how to bridge research in the
field of “Language-sensitive International Business” and teaching languages at business school.
Over the last three decades, there has been a growing interest in language-sensitive studies. The
traditional view of language as merely representing reality has changed to become one of language as
constructing reality.
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The implications of language-sensitive research for management education has led to a call for greater
attention to language issues in the curricula of business schools. In the light of the language-sensitive
research, our symposium aims to create a discussion platform.
Today we are here to have a dialogue across multiple boundaries: those of academia and business,
research and practice. We’ll also talk about the new pedagogy that is emerging as a result of our coworking.
2020. Today’s reality has made us
●
●
●

Vulnerable and unprotected
Disrupted and disruptive
Connected and dependent

It has divided us into those who are prepared and those who are not.
Also, it’s a great time for broader networking, for new connections.
Here in GSOM, management and language educators have been establishing these connections for six
years. Today our language track in GSOM Emerging Markets Conference celebrates its 6th anniversary.
Let me trace back into our previous agendas.
● In 2015 we met here to discuss how to teach English at Business schools and develop Language
Competence for Leaders of the national and global markets.
● In 2016 we discussed how to design language and communication skills programs at business
schools and trace the indicators of success.
● In 2017 we had a talk on “empowering Teacher - Student Collaboration”
● In 2018 it was Language and Communication for cross-disciplinary integration, and we discussed
how our language and communication community are trying to better leverage the various professional
expertise.
● Last year we reflected on radical changes in language agendas in the times of digital
transformations. And, to tell the truth, we did not expect the digital reality would become our routine so
fast.
● “Language-sensitive International Business” and teaching languages at business school.
All these years we have been creating a more open educational society.
This year our purposes are:
● To discuss the implications of language-sensitive international business research outcomes in
business education and, in particular, in teaching languages at business school.
● We are here to shape the agenda for action – integrate the major takeaways from today’s discussions
into teaching practice and a new transdisciplinary course design.
Today we are here because it’s our professional world, our professional platform and all ideas are
welcome.
I thank all of you for your willingness to participate and I am ready to say what I always say at the
beginning of our conference:
Let it be frank and informative discussion! Let’s get started.
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Philippe Lecomte, President of GEM&L
This joint GSOM & GEM&L symposium takes place within the Conference on emerging markets at
GSOM, Saint-Petersburg. This event is the result of a common interest in bridging language-sensitive
IB research and language-sensitive IB teaching and of a close collaboration between GEM&L and our
colleagues from GSOM, Professor Elena Orlova and Professor Tatyana Martynova.
While the language-sensitive IB research stream has been exploring the implications of language in
organisations and international companies, it is to our knowledge the first time that a symposium addresses
the question of how to transfer the knowledge acquired by academic scholars into the classroom. The
question faced by language teachers is the following: Are we just teaching for the sake of teaching
languages or are we keen to prepare young managers for their future role in an international economy and
a globalized world? And this question goes far beyond language teaching.
The most important managerial issue which has emerged from the globalization of the economy is the
centrality of the language factor and in particular language diversity in organisations (See Luo, Y. &
Shenkar, O. (2006). The Multinational Corporation as a Multilingual Community: Language and
Organization in a Global Context, Journal of International Business Studies, 37 (3): 321-339). For the first
time, since the beginning of the millennium, research scholars, company managers and teachers are coming
together to discuss the implications of the multilingual nature of the global workplace and the challenges
posed by this reality to language teachers around the world. The participants of this symposium show how
to take this reality into account when teaching multilingual-multicultural students (Keynote one)
highlighting how multilingualism helps to fight against social inequality as well as to improve
organisational performance.
One way for academic research outcomes to add value to the practice of language teaching is to develop
the concept of Language General Competence (keynote two) in opposition to the traditional and taken for
granted language specific competence, which evaluates the degree of command of a natural language or its
acquisition. The purpose echoes the call for broadening the topic of language and communication (Keynote
one), paving the way to a model of language management, that still does not exist to date.
Both managers and educators acknowledge that the immediate consequence of the multilingual reality of
international companies is linguistic diversity which brings with it linguistic inequality (round table one).
At the same time, participants of the round tables describe evolving linguistic practices such as translanguaging as well as the increasing impact of the workers’ mobility, which has direct consequences on
language teaching systems. The link between research outcomes and language teaching programmes and
practices leads the participants to point out the complementarity of traditional management disciplines
taught in business schools (labelled as the “substance skills”) and the language and cultural skills (round
table two). But this complementarity cannot be achieved as long as the substance skills and the linguistic
skills are taught separately and disconnected from the student’s life experience. Translating research
outcomes into teaching practices contributes to making the students “language sensitive”, by enabling them
to understand the multifaceted role of language in organisations. With this in mind, GSOM develops a
teaching agenda which implements an interdisciplinary perspective.
GEM&L is grateful to GSOM for the invitation to be co-organizer of this symposium. We hope that this
fruitful collaboration will pave the way for future developments in research and higher education.

First keynote speech, by Claudine Gaibrois, St-Gallen University, Switzerland & Rebecca
Piekkari, Aalto University Business School, Finland
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Teaching language diversity to business students: A dialogue1
Claudine Gaibrois: We have taught ‘Managing language diversity in organizations’ to students at several
business schools. On the first day of classes, our students often look skeptical. They do not seem inspired
by the topic. Why do you think that is the case?

Rebecca Piekkari: It is an unusual topic to be taught in a business school environment. But most of the time
we manage to reduce the initial skepticism and even go beyond students’ expectations. What do you think
are the factors that work to our advantage?

Claudine Gaibrois: Last time we were forced to teach the seminar online due to the pandemic which
actually speeded up the development process of the course. We were concerned whether a one-week
seminar on this topic would work technically and content-wise. Were we running the risk that uninterested
students would become even more disengaged due to the online teaching mode? In spite of these doubts,
we decided to keep our winning horses such as asking students to conduct small case studies on self-chosen
research questions in groups, inviting several guest speakers and having students simulate a negotiation in
a multilingual business context. Apart from that, what did we do to convince our audience of business
students that language diversity was a legitimate and relevant topic for them?

Rebecca Piekkari: To be honest, I think the pandemic provided us with a powerful real-life case to
demonstrate in a very tangible and concrete way how language can save lives. The pandemic has surfaced
problems related to social inequality, the limits of global languages such as English, the importance of
translation and interpretation services, and the needs for multilingual and multimodal communication
strategies in all corners of the world. It has allowed us to argue – in quantitative terms – why we should
take multilingualism seriously. We even showed the students a picture of the funeral of Messias Kokama,
a respected indigenous leader in Parque das Tribos in the Brazilian Amazon, who sadly died of Covid-19
on May, 13, 2020. This drew their attention to the fact that language minorities sometimes struggle to find
doctors who speak their language, helping us make the case for the topic.
Claudine Gaibrois: That’s very true, I had the same feeling. However, there will hopefully be a time after
COVID-19. And then we will need something else to argue for the relevance of this unconventional topic
in a business school setting. I believe we can continue to make the case by addressing timely questions that
are relevant for everybody such as virtual communication across language boundaries or challenging
negotiations in multilingual contexts. And we can also be strategic about the choice of sources of
1

This dialogue is based on our joint keynote at the virtual GEM&L and GSOM Joint Symposium at the
7th International Emerging Markets Conference hosted by The Graduate School of Management
(GSOM), St. Petersburg State University (RU), November 17, 2020.
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information. I, for instance, like to quote the «Economist» as in the case of Messias Kokama above. The
fact that such a prestigious business magazine addresses language diversity is unexpected and thus very
convincing in the eyes of most business students. What other resources did we use to win over the sceptics?

Rebecca Piekkari: I believe that the forced online setting also created unprecedented opportunities with
regards to the choice of guest speakers. We had more guest speakers than ever before and from a broad
range of organizations. The guests represented SMEs, multinationals, trade promotion organizations, a
platform business for interpretation services that connected language service providers with customers in
need of these services. We even had a conductor of a classical music orchestra and two researchers
providing students with different perspectives on this topic. And thanks to the forced online teaching mode,
we could invite guest speakers from an unprecedented number of countries, including the US, Spain, the
UK and Finland.
Claudine Gaibrois: Yes, that’s right, guest speakers have always played a prominent role in our seminar.
But this year more than previously. I was also surprised how well the sessions and the roundtables with the
guest speakers worked in an online setting. The discussions were lively, and students asked many questions.
This is probably also because we asked the guest speakers to deliver their talks in a workshop-style format.
At the same time, we modified the seminar in ways that we might not have followed under different
circumstances. To start with, we adopted a different teaching style. Instead of pretending this was ‘business
as usual’, we openly acknowledged the exceptional setting and technical challenges. To create a more
relaxed atmosphere in the virtual classroom, we took time to make sure that all participants got to know
each other not only in the student role but also as private persons during the round of self-introductions at
the beginning of the seminar. We also allowed ourselves to be a bit more personal or to crack a joke once
in a while. In retrospect, maybe these were steps towards us taking on the role of coaches and facilitators
of learning rather than traditional teachers?

Rebecca Piekkari: Indeed, you are absolutely right. The forced online setting also encouraged us to broaden
the notion of language and communication. Compared to previous years, we addressed the limitations of
language, multimodal communication; tech talk and other expert languages as well as the diversity of
accents among our guest speakers this year. The broadening of the notion of language and communication
was also reflected in the topics the students chose for their case studies that they conducted in groups. So
what would you say are our key take-aways of having taught jointly this one-week seminar on managing
language diversity in organizations for four years?

Claudine Gaibrois: There are a number of take-aways. To start with, Covid-19 is an extremely timely topic
that can be used to make the case for taking multilingualism seriously, as Ingrid Piller (2020) has stressed.
Also, unusual contexts (e.g. non-Western) and non-traditional organizations (e.g., classical orchestras) can
serve as powerful examples. They are often eye-opening to students due to their unexpected nature.
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Furthermore, remote teaching allows to invite many different guest speakers who might otherwise seem
unreachable due to budget constraints or time considerations. In addition, it is important that educators do
not adopt an apologetic stance; rather, this is a topic that has tangible implications for the well-being of
individuals, for organizational performance and for equality in societies at large. Our experience suggests
that it is important to build on strong and timely examples to demonstrate the relevance of the topic. In a
similar vein, it helps to quote legitimate sources (business magazines or newspapers, managers etc.) to
make the case for the need to address language diversity. Another key take-away is that it is worth to dare
to be personal as well as to adopt a coaching and facilitating approach to teaching. This also means relying
less on slides and interacting more with the seminar participants. In sum, it is about moving students out of
their comfort zone, as Catherine Cassell (2018) has nicely put it, regarding topic, content, methods that
students have to work with and the teaching and learning format itself. I would like to add that educators
need to engage in issue-selling to promote this teaching strategy in a business school context. At the same
time, would you agree with me that there is room for improvement in terms of the further development of
the seminar?

Rebecca Piekkari: Absolutely. It is a concern that language-sensitive research in International Business and
Management is perceived as rather «feminine». While this might be a nice change in the rather male
dominated business school context, this «femininity» has implications for the legitimacy of the field. As
educators, we have noticed that particularly male students struggle to acknowledge the relevance of the
topic. We have therefore started to adopt explicit strategies to combat the «feminine» image of the field by
e.g. inviting male guest speakers and thus, trying to break stereotypes. However, this cannot be the end of
the story. It would be important for business schools to integrate language diversity in their mainstream
management «knowledge canon» to use the analogy of Jack Mezirow’s (2000) «cultural canon». The
responsibility for showing the relevance of this topic cannot rest on the shoulders of the educators alone.
Apart from their individual efforts, structural and systemic changes are needed, too.

Selected references
Cassell, C. (2018). “Pushed beyond my comfort zone”: MBA student experiences of conducting qualitative
research. Academy of Management Learning & Education, 17(2): 119-136.
Gaibrois, C. and Piekkari, R. (2020). “At the beginning, I thought the topic was boring”: Educating business
students in language diversity through transformative learning. In Horn, Sierk, Lecomte, Philippe and
Tietze, Susanne (Eds.). Managing multilingual workplaces: Methodological, empirical and pedagogical
perspectives, London: Routledge, pp. 165-182.
Mezirow, J. (2000). Learning to think like an adult. Core concepts of transformation theory. In J. Mezirow
(Ed.), Learning as transformation: Critical perspectives on a theory in progress. San Francisco: JosseyBass, pp. 3-33.
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Piller, I. (2020). Covid-19 forces us to take linguistic diversity seriously. In A De Gruyter social sciences
pamphlet: perspectives on the pandemic: international social science thought leaders reflect on Covid-19.
Berlin: De Gruyter, pp. 12-17.

About the block seminars on language diversity
Claudine Gaibrois (University of St. Gallen) and Rebecca Piekkari (Aalto University School of Business)
have run a one-week CEMS block seminar on language diversity for four consecutive years. They delivered
the seminar ‘Managing multilingual organizations’ three times (2017-2019) at the London School of
Economics to students with finance as their major and once (2020, online) at Aalto University School of
Business to students with management and strategy as their major. The concept of the block seminar is
explained in detail in the book chapter mentioned above (Gaibrois and Piekkari, 2020). CEMS stands for
the global alliance in management education which consists of academic partners, corporate partners and
social partners (https://www.cems.org). The University of St. Gallen and Aalto University School of
Business are part of the CEMS network.

Second keynote speech, by Terry Mughan, School of Business, Portland State University,
USA
“What does research in the field of language and international business have to offer to
management education? A discussion and a proposition”
It was a great honour and pleasure to be invited to talk about my recent work at the GEM&L/GSOM
event. It was an on-line event and I used a pretty rudimentary powerpoint-type presentation building on
my chapter in the Routledge book edited by Sierk Horn, Philippe Lecomte and Susanne Tietze. Despite
the limitations of the virtual medium, the sense of participation I felt from those attending was palpable
and there were some great questions and comments. Here is a summary of my talk.

What is language-general competence?

Most research in our field and in IB focuses on language-specific knowledge. This is the meat and drink
of language teachers and translators. It represents the individual’s command of a linguistic code, usually a
national language like German or Chinese. Companies know how to identify and support this area of
competence. Language training and recruitment are often implemented to fill obvious gaps or support
specific projects where a foreign language problem is encountered. The main point of my talk was to
assert that there is another language domain which currently escapes proper categorizing but is very
important in organizational life. Language-general matters are those which overarch specific national
languages and, in a multilingual organization, emerge from the social, technical and political relations
between those languages. For example, how is an ‘official’ language selected? What is the impact of that
on other languages and on relations between different language users? When and how are professional
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translators used to process documents? When does it suffice to have rough and ready translations
produced by in-house personnel?
Recent research has identified a wide set of skills relating to the less visible impacts of language
interaction in the organization. I summarized these around the used the concepts of power, identity,
capability and anxiety to summarise this almost invisible but pervasive level of language use, as opposed
to specific competence in national languages, official or otherwise. These are problems that all managers
encounter but they do not currently see language as a critical element in them, maybe because they
unconsciously minimize or dissimulate its role. I think we can sometimes forget how intimidating
language capability can be to outsiders who are not linguists and that we should be finding ways to
support their participation in multilingual conversations. They may be people who need to make decisions
about language. It might benefit us to think of them as people who need our help.
Why is LGC needed?


Global business organizations are de facto multilingual in their composition, markets and
processes.



Languages as specific codes (Spanish, Chinese) have high recognition in the management
community but are still considered as problems rather than solutions



Many supposedly ‘cultural’ problems and needs are, in fact, language problems. These
problems are rarely dealt with thoroughly in cross-cultural learning or training



All global firms receive and transmit data which pass through numerous filters before being
used as information for decision-making



Language in multicultural organizations is a marker of identity and power that shows itself
eventually as a critical factor in social relations in the organization.



Language management is essential and needs to be managed ethically and responsibly in the
international organization.



A multilinguality strategy will establish a fairer environment for motivating employees to
work together.



Firms and managers need tools and skills for understanding the various forms language takes,
the problems it can pose and the advantages it can offer when well managed



Currently, no comprehensive, recognized model for LGC exists

The purpose of the chapter was to develop a proposition that language-sensitive research has a lot to
contribute to the development of new international management learning in the form of language-general
competences specific to the contemporary organization. It did this by focusing on literature which took an
overview of recent work in the field or carried a direct reference to language management. Drawing on
this research, functional perspectives on language use and strategy design were blended with cultural
perspectives on power, identity and anxiety in workplace settings to outline the role played by language in
contemporary international organisations. It then proposed a model for language management. This
model is based on an approach consisting of a system of audits of the organization and the development
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of a set of learning objectives and competencies designed to create an organizational framework for the
design of a language-general strategy and curriculum and its management. It is an organisation-level
model which is both structural and humanist and is designed to be integral to the firm’s international
business strategy. It is anticipated that it can also be adapted for use in universities to bring innovation to
the international curriculum. An associated set of competences was proposed and they can be viewed at
https://terrymughan.academia.edu/ .

Round table 1, moderated by Betty Beeler
“Training business school and university students for global workplaces. Educational experiences
and expectations from the corporate world”.
This round table focused on how language education in business schools can best serve the language-related
needs of companies in their international development. We were fortunate to have experts on the panel who
work in global companies and others who do research and teach in schools of management, with several
who had a foot in both worlds:

Ekaterina Fedotova, Ernst & Young, Senior Manager Audit, Luxembourg
Vadim Klimachev, PhD, Gazprom, Professional language trainer, Interpreter and Translator, Russia
Hélène Langinier, GEM&L, EM Strasbourg, Associate Professor of Management, France
Artiom Loginov, Michelin, Marketing manager, Moscow, Russia
José Tarantini, Michelin, France, managed sales and marketing for 39 years in France, Spain, Saudi
Arabia and other countries
Mary Vigier, GEM&L, ESC Clermont, International Developer and Professor of Management, France
Several key insights emerged from the discussion, touching on the benefits of language skills for
companies, specific language skills needed by companies and the importance of context-specific
communication.

The benefits of language skills for companies: Diversity, inclusion, relationship-building
The ability to speak the other’s language is a precious skill, according to José Tarantini: “Doing business
always means establishing good human inter-relationships; language is one of the main vectors to achieve
this goal.” Non-verbal communication is part of that skill, he added. Another advantage that language
skills offer companies is the positive impact of language diversity, according to our panelists. However,
as Mary Vigier reminded us, it is important to take into consideration the difficulties experienced by
those who are less fluent. Her studies show that companies can benefit from composing teams with a
balance of native speakers, strong speakers, and weak speakers, while establishing (flexible) rules about
speaking, listening and turn-taking to avoid frustrating the weaker speakers. For Hélène Langinier,
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language diversity supports inclusion both in classes and in companies, allowing all team members to feel
equally valued by the company.

Language skills needed in international development

1. Ability to speak several languages
Artiom Loginov spoke of the changes in language practices over the course of his career: “I’ve started my
language journey in a society where people who knew a couple languages were regarded as someone with
an exceptional talent. In nowadays Russia more often than not you’ll see people who easily speak 3+
language. … I still remember when I first faced the reality of Dubai world, I was surprised that for lots of
people there it was more than natural to speak 4+ languages.” Ekaterina Fedotova explained why
multilingual skills matter in her work in Luxembourg: “We as auditors often need people able to read
documents in German, French, Italian, Polish etc. Overall, persons able to speak different languages better
communicate with different teams and clients.” For Vadim Klimachev, taking into account the contexts in
which the language-speakers will work increases their motivation for embracing language skill acquisition:
“We can see a sort of learning inertia created by the previous frequently negative language learning
experience and unwillingness to switch to a modern communicative language learning paradigm. This
paradigm suggests that one stops using a language as a foreign language and starts using it as a language
for working and living.”

2. Ability to speak the language of their partner and the local language
“You will definitively earn valuable points if you show some effort in trying to communicate in the
customers’ native language”, Jose Tarantini told us. This not only shows respect for the people you are
dealing with; it also helps you to get to know them better. In addition, Ekaterina Fedotova reminded us
that documents are often produced in local languages and some local workers may not speak English.
3. Ability to engage in “translanguaging” and switching between languages
When people work with partners whose language they do not master, they draw on different strategies to
communicate such as “translanguaging”, which occurs “when interlocutors draw on all their language
repertories to optimize communication, combining different languages in the same sentence, sometimes
creating new words”, according to Hélène Langinier.

The importance of teaching culture-specific communication

Schools need to pay more attention to teaching the different ways of communicating in specific cultures,
according to Artiom Loginov. For José Tarantini, we should teach not only the words, but the practices,
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mentality and values of other cultures. Hélène Langinier advised companies to adapt multilingual practices
to the context: “Combining languages is a good idea in some places like cross border areas (Luxembourg
or Singapore) but not recognized in other environments, like finance in London or board rooms in France.”
A related point was expressed by Vadim Klimachev who recommended tailoring language training to reallife contexts based on learners’ professional goals and needs.

Final advice:
Our panelists inspired us with their thoughts in a number of areas. Ekaterina Fedotova described the new
reality in a (pre and post-Covid) Europe “which allows people to easily move from one country to another
and in which every person may work in several countries”. For Mary Vigier, nothing can replace
experiencing the reality of speaking a foreign language on the ground. Hélène Langinier advised us to
“help students get out of their comfort zone and engage with native students.” Vadim Klimachev showed
us the interest of treating language training as a “corporate value of high significance” along with other
teambuilding activities. Finally, José Tarantini and Artiom Loginov reminded us of the human and
business value of not only speaking the others’ languages, but also that of taking the time to have a cup of
coffee with potential partners.

Round table 2, moderated by Tatyana Martynova
“Language-sensitive research and teaching: A dialog across multiple boundaries”.

The round table provided an open forum for the exchange of ideas and practices of teaching
language-sensitive issues at business schools. The discussion centered on the major theme of the
symposium - how to bridge research and teaching in the field of language-sensitive IB and
addressed three questions:
1. To what extent is language-sensitive research impacting management teaching and
learning?
2. How can we translate language-sensitive research outcomes into teaching agenda?
3. What language-sensitive research outcomes need to be incorporated in the language
curricula for business schools?
We were privileged to have the leading experts in the field of language-sensitive IB who addressed
the topic from diverse perspectives related to their research work:
Wilhelm Barner-Rasmussen, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
Jane Kassis-Henderson, GEM&L, ESCP-Europe, France
Elena Orlova, St. Petersburg State University, Russia
Marjana Johansson, University of Glasgow, Adam Smith Business school, UK
Virpi Outila, Leeds University Business School, UK
Wilhelm Barner-Rasmussen opened the discussion with a good line of reasoning in response to
the question “To what extent is language-sensitive research impacting management teaching
and learning?” These are the takeaways of the talk:
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The research on boundary spanners has shown their important role in international business
relationships. Their linguistic and cultural skills make a part of their specialized expertise and this
fact raises important issues for education planners and evaluators of education as well as for current
and future managers.
Those in charge of drafting, executing and evaluating business school curricula must acknowledge
that linguistic and cultural skills intersect with substance skills and can add significant value to
these, whereas a lack of linguistic skills and cultural understanding can devalue or void substance
skills.
The mutually reinforcing nature of substance skills and linguistic/cultural skills implies that
educators must enfold the latter into the teaching of substance skills, both at the level of individual
courses and at programme level. Like sustainability, this issue cannot be solved in tick-the-box
fashion by including a course in cross-cultural management or mandatory language studies in a
degree, but needs to be integrated in teaching by explicitly problematizing the relationship between
“what is known” and “how it can be expressed/conveyed to someone else” throughout a
programme. This point has implications for the teaching of both substance and research
methodology, and also for how programme-related experiences are handled, e.g. the presence of
exchange students and guest lecturers, but also students’ experiences of their own exchange
periods abroad.
Jane Kassis-Henderson shared her research findings on language diversity in international
management teams, and on teaching and developing courses for students in an international
business school.
Addressing the question ‘How do faculty and students become ‘language-sensitive’ and aware
of language-related issues in organisations?’ Jane remarked that for ‘language-insensitive’
individuals, language is not an issue as standardization and translation are considered to be the
solutions for working in multilingual contexts. They view language as an instrument and a
technical matter whereas, for the ‘language-sensitive’, there is a recognition of the complex and
multifaceted role of language and of the value of viewing language as social practice. In education,
there is a need to strategically establish teaching objectives to enable students to become
‘language-sensitive’ by understanding the multifaceted role of language in its pragmatic, cultural
and political dimensions. Students can understand how and why language matters through selfreflection and observation in multicultural learning and professional contexts: hence the value of
reflexivity, and experiential, transformative learning.
Elena Orlova discussed the questions “How can we translate language-sensitive research
outcomes into teaching agenda?” and “What language-sensitive research outcomes need to
be incorporated in the language curricula for business schools?”
Elena commented on the research which is currently held at the Graduate School of Management,
St. Petersburg State University that has brought together experts from different educational and
research domains. The colleagues − experts on marketing, financial econometrics, machine
learning, economics, linguistics, methodology, social psychology are implementing an
interdisciplinary research at the intersection of language, communication and business-related
disciplines as a multidisciplinary team. The team promotes the transformative management
education principles, tries to identify what languages can do beyond traditional boundaries, and
seeks for solutions how language and communication educational agenda can evolve. Elena
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explained how such integration leads to transformation of language learning agenda at the business
school and there emerges a new topic of introducing language-sensitive courses including
transdisciplinary courses.
Virpi Outila and Marjana Johansson elaborated on the question “How to translate languagesensitive research outcomes into teaching agenda at business school?”
Virpi shared her teaching experience of incorporating proverbs in cross cultural management
studies. The legacy of proverbs in all languages is generous; at the same time, the researcher
emphasizes the use of regional proverbs that express national characters and worldviews. There
was a popular experiment in the cross-cultural management course when students thought about
proverbs which describe their cultures and explained others their meanings. This exercise perfectly
highlights how learning the nuances in foreign languages can convey detailed insights about other
cultures. The teaching activity was stimulated by the research outcomes of how speakers use
linguistic resources in the context and make sense of a phenomenon by using proverbs.
Marjana focused on the issue how to make language-related issues ‘concrete’ and relevant for
management students so that they recognise its relevance in the workplace. Marjana shared vivid
examples from her teaching practice how she consciously introduces language issues linked to the
topics of organisational power and inequalities, team work and organisational communication.
Spontaneous classroom interactions can also be used as 'teachable moments' to make visible how
language differences shape everyday interactions (e.g. different ways of speaking English,
different accents, and so on). It is important to explicitly address communication challenges in a
linguistically diverse classroom, with the aim to develop language sensitivity among future
managers.
Concluding words
Philippe Lecomte (GEM&L), Elena Orlova (St. Petersburg State University)
Our symposium is coming to an end and we would like to stress the great quality of the two keynote
speeches and of the exchanges during the two round tables. This is the greatest reward we could hope to
receive, while organising this first GSOM & GEM&L symposium.
To sum up and conclude, we would like to pick up some of the ideas which came up during this day.
As the first keynote speakers have demonstrated, language not only brings people together, it also can save
lives. Another dimension of language education has been put to the front. The idea that the pedagogic
relation in the classroom should move from verticality to horizontality with the change from a teaching
approach to a coaching attitude. We also wish to underline the aim to integrate language diversity into the
mainstream management knowledge canon.
This is a good transition to the second keynote speech. The keynote speaker asks the right questions. What
do international managers need to know and do to improve communication and relations in the
organisation? This is the central question which everyone of us should reflect upon when designing a
language-sensitive IB teaching programme. The huge range of domains of language use in firms described
by the speaker from a research perspective is a fantastic source of knowledge for those who are in charge
of transferring these research outcomes into language oriented business school education.
From the round table one we take on the debate between culture and language. And we think we need to
deepen the reflection on it and to elucidate why professional managers generally experience more cultural
gaps than linguistic ones.
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From the second round table we very much appreciated the input about the interplay between
linguistic/cultural skills on one side and the substance skills on the other side. It is a topic we need to address
more accurately as well as the necessity to make accreditation bodies aware of these issues. It is one of
GEM&L’s priorities to participate in the EFMD Higher education research conference and to contribute to
disseminate our ideas via the EFMD Global focus magazine. One participant insisted on the concept of
dialogue and it offers a good conclusion to our journey. Dialogue from the Greek means separated linguistic
and conceptual worlds. To bring these worlds together is our challenge.

